“Wars are not won by evacuations. No,
battles are won in the trenches … in the
grit and grime of courageous determination …
in the arena of life, day in and day out, amidst
the smell of sweat and the cry of anguish.”
~ Winston Churchill ~

Canada
280 Canadian MPs Demand Trudeau Bring ISIS
Returnees to Justice
With ordinary citizens in arms about the lack of legislation in place to bring
ISIS returnees to justice, Canadian MPs voted 280-1 on a motion calling on
the government to impose legal consequences on Canadian terrorists who
return home. The motion asks Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and
the federal government to submit a plan of action, as well as deny
returning fighters’ benefits, services and a range of other privileges. The
government will have 45 days to come up with their strategy for bringing
to justice those engaging in terrorist activity abroad.
https://clarionproject.org/canadian-mps-bring-isis-returnees-to-justice/

Terrorist Activities Sanctions Act passes first
reading
We cannot stand by while convicted terrorists are set to return to Ontario
and enjoy all of the privileges of this province. Terrorists who commit
barbaric violence do not deserve to be welcomed with a tray of milk and
cookies from Justin Trudeau. Privileges removed by the bill include drivers’
licences, access to OHIP, WSIB coverage, OSAP loans, disability benefits,
rent-geared-to-income housing, and licences to fish and hunt.
https://torontosun.com/news/local-news/terrorist-activities-sanctions-actpasses-first-reading

Trudeau wants terrorism offences reduced to
maximum six months of jail time
While Trudeau stands up and tells Parliament that he is dealing with the
issue of returning ISIS fighters and that it is a criminal code offence to
leave Canada and join a group like ISIS, he isn’t telling the whole truth. He
isn’t telling Canadians that he’d like to see some of these fighters spend a
maximum of six months in jail for joining this heinous group.
http://brianlilley.com/trudeau-wants-terrorism-offences-reduced-tomaximum-six-months-of-jail-time

Exposing "the Lies of the Left" in Canada
Canada’s Liberal Party leader and Obama acolyte, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, is corrupting Canada through drugs, sexual perversion, and a
Muslim invasion, says Activist Tanya Gaw of the Canadian Coalition for

Responsible Government. Former drama teacher Trudeau, an admitted
pothead, legalized marijuana nationwide on October 17, opening up
Canada to drug cartels, and has facilitated the transgender revolution in
Canadian schools. Trudeau, who visits mosques and has abandoned his
Catholic faith on abortion and same-sex marriage, has invited foreign
Muslims from terror-supporting countries to come to Canada.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/exposing-the-lies-of-the-left-in-canada/

Highly Respected Expert Requests RCMP Investigate
Trudeau Government for Potential Funding of
Terrorism with Taxpayer Dollars
Thomas Quiggin – a highly respected court expert on terrorism with
experience in the RCMP – alongside Tahir Gora – of The Canadian Thinkers
Forum and TAG-TV, Raheel Raza and Sohail Raza of Muslims Facing
Tomorrow, and Benjamin Dichter – are calling for the RCMP to investigate
the Trudeau government for potential funding of terrorism. “The complaint
is that Members of Parliament of the Government of Canada are using their
official positions to channel taxpayers’ money to Islamic Relief Canada
(IRC),” says Tom Quiggin.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/10/15/highly-respected-expertrequests-rcmp-investigate-trudeau-government-for-potential-funding-ofterrorism-with-taxpayer-dollars

Prime Minster Trudeau: Where is your concern for
Jew hatred? Where are your tweets?
Antisemitism is rampant-all over the world. One would hope that the
leaders of Western countries would call out this hate. One would hope. But
in Canada, our Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, seems to only call out
attacks against Muslims. Three antisemitic events took place in one day. In
Toronto, two days after a Muslim Convention that featured Linda Sarsoura moderate Muslim by all accounts as she is embraced by the Democratic
party and if she is moderate enough for the Democratic Party, she must be
moderate enough for everyone else. Right? She's no extremist! And the
response from our diversity loving PM? Nothing. Nada. Zip. Zilch. Not a
peep nor a tweet. From a man who can't tweet enough about alleged antiMuslim attacks.

https://dianebederman.com/prime-minster-trudeau-where-is-your-concernfor-jew-hatred-where-are-your-tweets/

Muslim migrates to Canada, publishes lists of
Canadian sites he thought were good targets for
jihad massacres
A Jordanian arrested in British Columbia over social media posts that
allegedly supported the so-called Islamic State and “lone wolf” terrorist
attacks has been ordered deported from Canada. “Mr. Hamdan identified
infrastructure in Canada which could be targets for attack. He encouraged
lone wolves in the West who could not travel abroad to carry out attacks at
home”.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/muslim-migrates-to-canadapublishes-lists-canadian-sites-thought-to-be-good-targets-for-jihadmassacres

Petition to Sign
Petition E-1906: Withdraw from the Global
Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration.
https://petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/Details?Petition=e1906&fbclid=IwAR3Yugp4PjLFzVzKs27JdjK1Gja7iDOl94rsFA1tQ0klgLrw673szecveE

Read here why it is important and NECESSARY to
sign this petition:
UN will soon try to enforce open borders as a
‘human right’
UN member states are expected to sign the so-called “Global Compact for
Migration” in December in Morocco, claiming that migration is a “human
right”. The document in question, is the draft text for the so-called Global
Compact for Migration for UN member states. It is more or less a globalist
project where all signatory states declare their will to abolish the current

different categories of migrants in order to declare migration a blanket
“human right”.
http://freewestmedia.com/2018/10/12/un-will-soon-try-to-enforce-openborders-as-a-human-right/

Letter Writing
Campaign
The Liberal Government under Justin Trudeau has been actively funding
terrorism. Here is a financial summary of Canadian taxpayers’ monies that
have been given to terrorist MPs, agencies, committees, organizations and
individuals since they took power. Please view the letter writing campaign
at the bottom of this page and take the time to write. It is shocking.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/funding-terrorism/

Tommy Robinson

On Tuesday, October 23, Judge Hilliard decided the case was too
complex for him to hear - in other words he was not allowed to
prosecute and judge at the same time. He has referred it to the
Attorney General - the Government - to decide if they wish to
prosecute. They have broken laws during his trial with unlawful
imprisonment, have mentally and physically tortured Tommy in
solitary confinement and are continuing to drag him through
months and months of stress as they continually adjourn for yet
another date. Enough is enough. They need to stop persecuting
Tommy for political reasons. Can they not see from the support
outside court that people in this country have had enough of this
dictatorship!
I was there as an invited guest of Tommy’s inside the Old Bailey
to witness this decision – considered by some as a victory. I
thank all of my members for their continued support and prayers
for Tommy and we continue to stand with him in love and
solidarity.
He may rightly be called the spiritual leader of the Free World. We
recognize in him a man of outstanding courage, vision, selfsacrifice, dedication, and principle. Tommy, you are our hope
in these terrifying and bleak times. You are our Lion.

Tommy Robinson, Britain’s Last Lion, Roars
What moved Hilliard to this judgement was a long submission he had been
given beforehand by Tommy Robinson. I suspect Hilliard was impressed by
Robinson’s obvious integrity but more importantly by the rigour of his
arguments.
This was the statement Robinson’s previous lawyers had advised him not
to make — which is one reason why they are no longer his lawyers.
Robinson had been told that if he pleaded guilty to the contempt of court
charges laid against him he would not go to prison. But Robinson wasn’t
interested in bargaining for his skin. What he wanted was justice.
Robinson wanted justice for himself. But even more, he wanted justice for
the many thousands of British girls who have been “groomed”, drugged,
tortured, pimped, and raped by successions of mostly Muslim gangs over a
period of several decades.

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2018/10/23/delingpole-tommyrobinson-britains-last-lion-roars/

Tommy Robinson's rousing speech BEFORE
entering court
Tommy Robinson addressed thousands of supporters before going into
court on October 23, 2018.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCJj35-M5CQ

Tommy Robinson's POWERFUL statement of
evidence
“Praise the Lord the British people are waking up! Thank you Rebel Media
and all the friends around the world for standing for the truth against the
Muslim rape gangs. Thank you Tommy Robinson for giving us hope that
the great spirit of England is not completely dead.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLqumU4EmtA

Ezra Levant: "Be a lion" like Tommy Robinson
Ezra Levant gave a rousing speech outside the Old Bailey in defense of
Tommy. “Try to be a lion in your own way and not to bend the knee when
the media call you names. Be encouraged by Tommy. If he can spend 10
months in a dungeon for his free speech rights surely you do something a
fraction of that for your own. Its easier to fight in the first ditch than the
last ditch.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMxZSyhHxi0

Tommy Robinson: A society of injustice
Anne Marie Waters says in this YouTube that Tommy Robinson is right
about a lot of things. This country is ripe for a political revolution. The
signs are there. People are ready.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIctKtuAEY4

The British government treat Tommy Robinson as a
bigger threat than the 20 child rapists he talked
about
To the establishment Tommy is worse than the rapists they’ve protected
and terrorists they’ve allowed back into the public because he is shining a
light, exposing the deeds done in the darkness so to speak. But this horse
has bolted, too many people now know about the Islamic grooming gangs,
for the media and the establishment to hide.
https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/10/the-british-government-treat-tommyrobinson-as-a-bigger-threat-than-the-20-child-rapists-he-talked-about/

A New Low in the Persecution of Tommy Robinson
The mainstream British news media may sometimes chafe at these
reporting restrictions, but they don't protest too much, because, their
politics being what they are, they don't really want to dwell on the topic of
Muslim rape. God forbid that these trials might serve as an educational
tool, finally opening British eyes, all these years after 9/11, to the dark
reality of Islam's teachings about the sexual rights of male believers, the
punishment for female immodesty, and the proper social position of
infidels.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271698/new-low-persecution-tommyrobinson-bruce-bawer

Tommy’s Fight
A Look Inside Britain's Muslim Sex Grooming Gang
Scandal
For the past few decades, British authorities have been caught up in the
pervasive meme of multiculturalism -- the falsehood that all cultures are
equal and that to believe otherwise is to commit the worst modern-day
offense -- to be “racist.” Teachers, police, child care workers, government
officials and others have been silent about the growing menace of Muslim
gangs who sexually groom and exploit children in the UK.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2016/04/a_look_inside_britains_
muslim_sex_grooming_gang_scandal.html#ixzz5UtYbL7fG

Britain's Grooming Gangs: Part 3
Religious indoctrination is a big part of the process of getting young men
involved in grooming gang crime. Religious ideas about purity, virginity,
modesty and obedience are taken to the extreme until horrific abuse
becomes the norm.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13169/britain-grooming-gangs-part-3
Part 1 https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13075/britain-grooming-gangs
Part 2 https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13161/grooming-gangs-britain

Freedom of Speech
European Court of Human Rights: Insulting
Muhammad not “free speech”
Would the European Court of Human Rights rule that someone deserved a
fine and imprisonment for criticizing Jesus? The case wouldn’t even come
to them. This is an important step toward the imposition of Sharia in
Europe, as it is a tacit acceptance of Sharia blasphemy restrictions on
criticizing Muhammad.

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/european-court-of-human-rightsinsulting-muhammad-not-free-speech

In Europe, Free Speech Bows to Sharia by Andrew
C. McCarthy
Europeans are free to say only what they are permitted to say by the
unelected judges of the European courts. Truth is irrelevant. As the jurists
reasoned in the case of Mrs. S., a person’s freedom to assert facts must be
assessed in “the wider context” that balances “free” expression against — I
kid you not — “the right of others to have their religious feelings
protected,” as well as “the legitimate aim of preserving religious peace.” It
is thus verboten to say things that might upset Muslims.
https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/10/free-speech-sharia-europeancourt-of-human-rights-ruling/

Now it’s Official: Europeans Can’t Criticize Islam
Why doesn't your or my or Sabaditch-Wolff's indignation over the tenets of
Islam matter as much as the indignation of Muslims? What are the
“permissible limits of an objective debate”? How can a court in the Western
world speak, with a straight face, of someone in the twenty-first century
mounting an “abusive attack” on someone who lived and died 1400 years
ago?
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271763/now-its-official-europeanscant-criticize-islam-bruce-bawer

Islamophobia
UN Secretary General condemns “Islamophobia” in
statement about Pittsburgh synagogue mass
murderer
Eleven Jews were murdered in Pittsburgh; no Muslims were. But Antonio
Guterres called on the world to “roll back the forces of racism, antiSemitism, Islamophobia…” Why add in “Islamophobia”? Because the idea
that “Islamophobia” is akin to anti-Semitism is a common Leftist talking
point, along with the Leftist claim that Muslims in the West are being
unfairly targeted for discrimination, harassment, and persecution, just as
Jews were and are.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/un-secretary-general-condemnsislamophobia-in-statement-about-pittsburgh-synagogue-mass-murderer

Political Correctness
Tom Quiggin Tells it like it is about Islam in Canada
The power of Political Correctness is so entrenched in Canada that you can
literally show the physical evidence and they will find a way to ignore it, to
justify it, to accept it or to explain away why it is too difficult or to say
“that’s a problem but we have a bigger problem down the road”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FCZLbC8myI

Immigration-Migration
Pope Francis compares “Populists” to Hitler, calls
for open doors to all migrants
Migrants, the pope said, “must be welcomed with an open heart and open
doors. Closure is the path to suicide. It is true that migrants must be
welcomed, but they must also be accompanied and above all they must be
integrated. A government must have an open heart to receive and good
structures to assist integration, and also the prudence to say: I can do it up
to this point, but no further,” he said.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/pope-francis-compares-populists-tohitler-calls-for-open-doors-to-all-migrants

The Caravan
100 ISIS Terrorists Caught in Guatemala as Central
In a startling revelation, Guatemala’s president announced in the country’s
largest newspaper that nearly 100 ISIS terrorists have been apprehended
in the impoverished Central American nation. Why should Americans care
about this? A caravan of Central American migrants is making its way
north. Let’s not forget that Guatemala is one of the countries that
bombarded the U.S. with illegal immigrant minors under Barack Obama’s
open border free-for-all.
https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2018/10/100-isis-terrorists-caught-inguatemala-as-central-american-caravan-heads-to-u-s/

The Truth About the Migrant Caravan
Way of the World looks at the so-called 'migrant caravan', who is behind it,
and why it represents the greatest test of Western civilisation. These
people are carrying the flag of the country they are fleeing and burning the
flag of the country that they want to get into. This is invasion, nothing
more.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=YjABtN2joLk&app=
desktop

Jamal Khashoggi
How Obama Treated Slain Journalists
Journalists should not be slain by authoritarians, tyrants, or ideological
fanatics for their views, but they have been, and in the case of President
Obama with an attitude of callous indifference. Has the media forgotten
the attack on the offices of the French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo,
which, along with a deli attacked at the same time, the Obama
administration dismissed as the victims just being in the wrong place at the
wrong time? President Obama didn’t have time to join other world leaders
in a moving protest march in the streets of Paris. He did have time to
watch an NFL playoff game and welcome the San Antonio Spurs to the
White House.

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/10/how_obama_treated_sl
ain_journalists.html#ixzz5UTq2xns7

Jamal Khashoggi Was Working Together With US
CAIR Leader Nihad Awad
Kurdish media has dropped a bit of a bombshell, revealing in an interview
with US Muslim Brotherhood leader Nihad Awad that Awad was working
together with Jamal Khashoggi’s on the late Khashoggi’s “Islamic
Democracy” promotion project. This cooperation suggests that Khashoggi
was closer to the US Muslim Brotherhood and to Hamas activists than
previously known.
https://www.globalmbwatch.com/2018/10/22/jamal-khashoggi-wasworking-together-with-us-cair-leader-nihad-awad/

Antifa
Antifa Got Me Banned from America to Destroy My
Life and Marriage | Jack Buckby
This is the story of how Antifa's hate campaign against me and my
American fiancé got me banned from America. I didn't want to have to tell
this story, but I need your help. Please share this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8D8ct2Lq5E&feature=youtu.be

The Party of Antifa Fascists?
Who are the “Antifa” mobs? What are they doing to our country? How long
will we tolerate them? The Antifa mobs are fascists! And they have become
the ski-masked thug wing of the Democratic Party.
https://townhall.com/columnists/pauldriessen/2018/10/20/the-party-ofantifa-fascists-n2530342

Facebook
Facebook is now protecting ANTIFA. I posted the article below
with the pictures of the thugs. Facebook removed it.

Valerie Price
October 14 at 11:01 PM

These losers are criminals.
MARYLANDNEWS9.SITE

Antifa Thugs Furious After Police Release Their Pics — Let’s Make Them Famous!
Police in Berkeley, California and Portland, Oregon, arrested several members of Antifa over the
weekend. Now, the Berkeley Police Department has released the names and headshots of many of the
ind…
This post goes against our Community Standards, so no one else can see it.

Antifa Thugs Furious After Police Release Their Pics
– Lets Make Them Famous!
People in Berkeley California and Portland, Oregon, arrested several
members of Antifa over the weekend. Now, the Berkeley Police
Department has released the names and headshots of many of the
individuals arrested during a Sunday protest, posting their pictures and
making the unhinged leftists furious. Let’s make these fools famous!
https://marylandnews9.site/antifa-thugs-furious-after-police-release-theirpics-lets-make-them-famous/

Other Articles

100 Years of Conflict 1918 – 2018
Islamophobia, a word which first came into print in 1923, is listed
thousands of times on the internet and hatred towards Muslims is
considered to be a very real and threatening problem. Could it ever be
sensibly suggested that based on the facts of attacks being made on the
streets of Europe against innocent civilians that people have a dislike, and
also a logical fear towards Islam because it is linked to terrorism and
brutality without it being labelled a phobia?
https://newswithviews.com/100-years-of-conflict-1918-2018/

How Do You Acknowledge a Woman You Can’t
See?
The burqa is a sensory deprivation isolation chamber, a movable prison,
one that presents a security risk—but one that also presents an even
greater health and psychological risk to the wearer. One cannot breathe.
One cannot eat easily in public unless one dines in a women-only section
of a restaurant. One has no peripheral vision, one stumbles and trips;
one sweats, and some wearers have claustrophobic attacks. In my view,
niqab and burqas not only symbolize the subordination of women—they
actually carry out that subordination in full view. The fact that I can do
nothing about it terrifies and intimidates me. It is meant to do so.
https://www.meforum.org/articles/2018/how-do-you-acknowledge-awoman-you-can’t-see

The Nobel Peace Prize Finally Goes to Someone
Who Deserves It
This year the Norwegians have finally done themselves proud. One of
the two Nobel Peace Prize winners is Nadia Murad, a Yazidi girl who was
captured by fanatical Muslims belonging to the Islamic State in northern
Iraq. These Muslims in ISIS have killed thousands of defenseless Yazidis,
whose only crime was that they were not Muslims. Murad was beaten
and repeatedly raped. Six of her nine brothers were killed. Yet she
escaped, and now perseveres.

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/the-nobel-peace-prize-finally-goesto-someone-who-deserves-it-part-one

European Human Rights Court Backs Sharia
Blasphemy Law
The OIC has pressed Western democracies to implement United Nations
Human Rights Council (HRC) Resolution 16/18, which calls on all countries
to combat "intolerance, negative stereotyping and stigmatization of ...
religion and belief." Resolution 16/18, which was adopted at HRC
headquarters in Geneva on March 24, 2011, is widely viewed as a
significant step forward in OIC efforts to advance the international legal
concept of defaming Islam.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13204/european-court-human-rightssharia

YouTubes
Muslim Candidates with Dr. Bill Warner
We are seeing many Muslims run for office at the local, state and Federal
levels. The day will come when there will be a Muslim candidate on every
ballot, both Democratic and Republican. To combat this means that
political action will have to happen long before the elections. We must ask
Muslims where they stand on Sharia wife-beating, jihad, killing apostates.
We must make them defend and deny political Islam.
https://www.politicalislam.com/muslim-candidates

Hyatt Hotels ban opponents of jihad mass murder
and Sharia oppression with Robert Spencer
In this new video, I discuss the Hyatt Hotel chain’s recent decision to ban
“hate groups,” i.e., foes of jihad violence and Sharia oppression of women,
gays, and others.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/robert-spencer-video-hyatt-hotelsban-opponents-of-jihad-mass-murder-and-sharia-oppression

Anne Marie Waters speaks on petition to allow
Robert Spencer into the UK
Once again, I am grateful to Anne Marie Waters of For Britain for starting
this petition. Similar petitions should be introduced for the admission of
Pamela Geller, Lauren Southern, Martin Sellner, Brittany Pettibone, Lutz
Bachmann, and all others who have been banned from Britain for the
Sharia crime of criticizing jihad violence and terror and the Sharia
oppression of women, gays, and others.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/video-anne-marie-waters-speaks-onpetition-to-allow-robert-spencer-into-the-uk

One Million Views: Anni Cyrus’ “Stop Sharia” video
scores landmark achievement!
The Glazov Gang is ecstatic to announce that our very own Anni Cyrus has
achieved an outstanding and stunning feat: Her video, The Solution to Stop
Islam, where she unveils a powerful and humanistic plan, has reached one
million views. This huge and stellar success for Anni also represents a
landmark watershed for The Glazov Gang. Congratulations Anni! And thank
you so much! If you haven’t watched the video, make sure to watch it now
below! And share, share and share. And then SHARE again!
https://jamieglazov.com/2018/10/27/one-million-views-anni-cyrus-stopsharia-video-scores-landmark-achievement/

Why Don't Feminists Fight for Muslim Women?
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, an author and activist who was raised a devout Muslim,
describes the appalling treatment of women in Muslim cultures across the
world, answers whether these places are violating or fulfilling the Quran
and Islamic law, and asks why feminists in the West don't seem to care
about the human rights crisis of our generation.
https://www.facebook.com/prageru/videos/1097118190331036/

Rest in Peace

"I will make you into a great nation and I will bless
you; I will make your name great, and you will be a
blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and
whoever curses you I will curse; and all peoples on
earth will be blessed through you."
~ Genesis 12:2 ~
Tears Will be Shed Today
Because every single day, all around us, anti-Semitism is alive, festering,
growing, becoming deadlier, more horrific and more violent. And there are
people – too many people – who feed that hatred.
https://en.mida.org.il/2018/10/28/tears-will-be-shed-today/

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canadanewsletter
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